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Cisco 300-101 Exam Questions - Easy Way To Prepare
The easy approach to learning in our Cisco Implementing Cisco IP Routing 300-101 Exam preparation practice test software is
especially suited to busy individuals who cannot devote too much time going through much books and manuals. So, stop searching
the net for Cisco Certified Network Professional Routing and Switching 300-101 exam questions which in most cases is
unreliable and outdated. Use our Cisco 300-101 exam which provides timely updates to all course outlines and syllabus.
?? 2018 NEW RECOMMEND 300-101 Exam Questions ??
300-101 exam questions, 300-101 PDF dumps; 300-101 exam dumps:: https://www.dumpsschool.com/300-101-exam-dumps.html
(429 Q&A) (New Questions Are 100% Available! Also Free Practice Test Software!)
Latest and Most Accurate Cisco 300-101 Dumps Exam Questions and Answers:
Version: 24.0
Question: 21
A network engineer executes the ?ipv6 flowset? command. What is the result?
A. Flow-label marking in 1280-byte or larger packets is enabled.
B. Flow-set marking in 1280-byte or larger packets is enabled.
C. IPv6 PMTU is enabled on the router.
D. IPv6 flow control is enabled on the router.
Answer: A
Question: 22
A network engineer executes the show ip flow export command. Which line in the output indicates that the send queue is full and
export packets are not being sent?
A. output drops
B. enqueuing for the RP
C. fragmentation failures
D. adjacency issues
Answer: A
Question: 23
A network engineer notices that transmission rates of senders of TCP traffic sharply increase and decrease simultaneously during
periods of congestion. Which condition causes this?
A. global synchronization
B. tail drop
C. random early detection
D. queue management algorithm
Answer: A
Question: 24
Which three problems result from application mixing of UDP and TCP streams within a network with no QoS? (Choose three.)
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A. starvation
B. jitter
C. latency
D. windowing
E. lower throughput
Answer: A, C, E
Question: 25
Which method allows IPv4 and IPv6 to work together without requiring both to be used for a single connection during the migration
process?
A. dual-stack method
B. 6to4 tunneling
C. GRE tunneling
D. NAT-PT
Answer: A
Question: 26
Which statement about the use of tunneling to migrate to IPv6 is true?
A. Tunneling is less secure than dual stack or translation.
B. Tunneling is more difficult to configure than dual stack or translation.
C. Tunneling does not enable users of the new protocol to communicate with users of the old protocol without dual-stack hosts.
D. Tunneling destinations are manually determined by the IPv4 address in the low-order 32 bits of IPv4-compatible IPv6 addresses.
Answer: C
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